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Our main result is an elementary characterization of directed colimits of free 
commutative semigroups (with or without identity elements). . 
Specifically, we show the equivalence of three conditions on a commutative 
monoid S. The first condition is that S be a directed colimit of free commutative 
monoids. The second condition is that every inclusion map T --, S, where T is 
finitely generated, can be factored through some free commutative monoid. The 
equivalence of these two conditions is proved by an argument due to Lazard (71, 
which is not included in this paper since Shannon [9] has extended the proof to all 
varieties. The second condition is named the killing interpolation property since in 
the terminology of [S] it means that S kills all its finitely generated subsemigroups. 
It can be restated as follows: given any finitely many elements of S, all relations 
satisfied in S by these elements are trivial consequences of (are “killed” by) some 
suitable presentation of these elements within the monoid S. Our main result is the 
equivalence of this and our third condition: S is cancellative, h,as no units, and, 
whenever a, b, c, d E S satisfy ylu + b = nc + d with n > 0, then a = 11 + u, b = 
nw+z,c =u+w,d= nu + t for some u, TV, w. z E S. This last condition kills the 
very simple relation nu + b = nc + d (i.e. maI-;es it a trivial consequence of the 
presentation a = u + v, etc.); proving the maA result consists in using this simple 
condition to kill increasingly complex relationZ. This is done in Section 2. The first 
section gives various recalls and simpler properties of our conditions. 
In Section 3, we extend the main result to commutative semigroups without 
identity element, by showing that S is a directed colimit of free commutative 
semigroups if and only if adjunction of an identity element to S yields a directed 
colimit of free commutative monoids. Finally, we show in Section 4 that a 
commutative semigroup can be embedded into a directed colimit of free commuta- 
tive monoids if and only if it satisfies the obvious necessary conditions, i.e. is 
cancellative, power-cancellative and has no units (other than an identity element). 
An embedding can then be produced which has a weak universal property. Two 
open questions complete the paper. 
All these results were announced in [4] and [6], but the present version has 
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greatly benefited from a number of remarks and suggestions bythe referee, not all 
of which are mentioned in the text, and by the developments in Shannon’s work 191. 
Our notation generally follows Clifford and Preston 11). with the following 
exceptions. All semigroups under consideration are commutative (afact we recall 
only occasionally); and we use the additive notation throu bout. In particular, 
identity elements are denoted by 0; adjoining an entity element to S (if S has 
none) yields So; when n > 0, I~Q = a + 1 l a + a nents will be used: 
superscripts in the paper are indices. 
1. Interpolation properties 
1.1. Let xt, . . ., X, be elements of a [commutative) monoid S = S”; ume that there 
is a presentation Xi = X, IPI y, of each X, in terms of elements yp, a a .,* ym of S (with 
HZ{ 3 0). The existence of such a presentation usually im es certain relations 
between the elements x, : if for example the elements aq b, can be presented in 
termsofu.v,w,t by:a=u+v,b=nw*z,c=u+w~d=nv*B(wheren>g), 
then the relation na + 6 = nc + d must hold; in the general case, whenever the 
nonnegative integers r,, s, satisfy C, t,m ‘( = lZ,sgn~ for everv j, then the relation 
X:, r,x, = G, s,,x, must hold in S. There may be relations beiween the elements x8 
which hold in S but cannot be obtained in that fashion; if there are not, then fhe 
given presentations of xt,. . ., xm are said to constitute akillr’n ntation of these 
elements (and also of the subsemigroup they generate). every relation 
Ci r,x, = Z, s,x, which holds in S yields a relation between the elements yf9 namely 
xj (Cit,m:)y, = Z, (&PI { )y,, which is trivial, so that the given relation is “killed” by 
the presentation. For instance this is always the case if S is freely generated by the 
elements y,. 
We need to recall, from [S]. a few results about his mode of murder. We say that 
S kills its subsemigroup T in case T has a finite generatin subset for which there 
exists a killing presentation in S, In this case, every finite generating subset of ‘F has 
a killing presentation. Furthermwz: 
Fact 1.1. When S kills T, euery se,nigroup containing S also kills T; S kills T if and 
only if S kills T” [ C S 1. 
Fact 1.2. When S kills T and ‘p is a homomorphism of S which is injective on T, then 
q(S) kilifs q(T). . 
Fact 1.3. A free smigroup with identity kills all its finitefy generated subse?nigroupsD 
Killing can also be expressed as follows. Let T be the subsemigroup of S 
generated by xl,. . .,x, and (P) x, = X, dy, be a presentation of the elements x, in 
terms of y I* l . ., y,, E S. Let F be the free [commutative) monoid on m generators 
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OS. s . . . am and q : F =+ S be the homomorphism such that q(aj) = y, for all j. We 
see that (P) is ;I killing presentation if and only if the mapping x, H E, m icl, extends 
to a homomorphism L: T - F; then the inclusion map T -+ S factors (as cp 0 L) 
through F. Then it follows from 1.3, 1 2, 1.1 that S kills T if and only if the inclusion 
map T-4 factors through some free monoid. 
This implies that not every finitely generated semigroup can be killed. More 
precisely, if T can be killed. then the map L above is injective and hence 7’ inherits 
uxrtain properties from F: ‘7”’ is cancellative, power-cancellative (i.e. a, b E T, 
na = nb, n > 0 implies u = b) and reduced (= without identity element or with 
trivial group of units). 
If conversely T is finitely generated with these properties, then [5] provides a 
semigroup which kills T and a way to produce the free monoid F above in case S 
kills T. Namely, the free envelope of T constructed in [5] is a free monoid F(T) 
together with a homomorphism cy : T-* F(T) with the weak universal property 
that every homomorphism of 7’ into a free monoid factors through CY (though 
perhaps not uniquely); F(T) also has minimality properties given in [S]. The map Q! 
is injective if and only if T is cancellative, power-cancellative and reduced. The 
weak universal property of F(T) yields: 
Fact 1.4. For a finitely generated subsemigroup T of a monoid S the following are 
equivalent: I) S kills T; 2) the inclusion map T + S factors through some free 
monoid; 3) the inclusion map T - S factors through the free envelope of T. 
1.2. A [commutative] monoid S has the kilZng interpolation property (hereafter 
abbreviated as KIP) in case it kills all its finitely generated subsemigroups. For 
instance, 1.3 states that all free monoids have the KIP. If conversely S has the KIP, 
then all its finitely generated subsemigroups al e cancellative, power-cancellative 
and reduced; since these are local properties, S is also cancellative, power- 
cancellative and reduced. 
The KIP can be defined in any variety V 0; universal algebras, as follows: an 
algebra A E Y has the KIP if and only if, for : ny finitely many elements xl,. . . . x,, 
of A and any finitely many relations which sltold in A between these elements, 
there exists a presentation of x,, . . ., x, in A w lich kills all the given relations. This 
definition is due to Shannon (91. In the varietl of commutative monoids, it follows . 
from Redei’s theorem [I] that all the relations between x1,. . ., x, which hold in A 
are trivial consequences of finitely many such relations; therefore the general 
definition of the KIP agrees with ours. In general, it is equivalent o define the KIP 
by the killing of just one (arbitrary) relation between the elements x,: that any 
finitely many relations can then be killed is shown by an easy induction on the 
number of relations [9]. 
The main result about the KIP is: 
Theorem 1.5 (Shannon’s Theorem). In any variety, an algebra is a directed colimit 
of free algebras if and only if it has the killing interpolation property. Cl 
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This was first established by Lazard 17) for the variety of’left R-modes (whete 
the KIP is a classical characterization of flatness); then by the author [di] for the 
varieties of commutative semigroups and commutative monoids (using. essentially, 
Lazard’s argument); and, finally, by Shannon [!I). in full generality (by a similar but 
much clearer proof). 
1.3. The rest of this section deals with the simpler inter WP 
R(n): na+b=nc+d implies a==ta+sa b=nw+z9 
c= u+w, d= nv += z for s0me le, 0, w9 x 
where n > 0 and S is a [commutative) monsid. The interpolation property R(1) is 
the Riesz interpolation property (in its semigrsup form, 
of 1.9 below. We say that S has the SIPS%, 
abbreviated as: strong RIP) if R(n) holds in S for a19 n > 0, 
Proposition 1.6. The positive cone of a lattice -ordered a 
the strong RIP. 
Proof. Take a, b, c, d E A, a, b, c, d 3 0, and n > 0, such that olc~ +Q = IW -O- d Let 
I.4 =aAc,v==a-u,w=c - u, %cn that u, la, w 2 0, 
na-d=nc-bsna,nc; hence na-d==nc-bsnaAm==n( 
na-d=nc-b-nrc-z with ~30. Thus a~~+~~b 
nw + 2, c = u+w and d=nu-(nu-r)=nv+z with u.JI,w,Q~~. 
more detailed result, see 2.7 below.) 
Corollary 1.7. Free rttonoids have the stmn 
Proof. This follows from 1.5, 1.7, as the strong RIP clearly is inherited by directed 
colimi ts. 
1.4. Our main result is the converse of 1.8, for canccllstive reduced mansids. This 
would be a nicer result if the arbitrary integer n in the strong FUP could bc 
dispensed with. For this and other reasons we now compare RIP and stron 
The analogue of I.6 for the RIP is: 
Proposition 1.9. Let A be a partiafr’y ordered abelian group* ‘llhen A is Rim ordered 
if and only if its positive cone has the RIP. 
Proof. Assume that A is Riesz ordered, i.e. whenever p* (I s r, s in A then 
p, q c II s r, s for some u E A (cf. 121) Let a, b, c, d 3 0 satisfy a + b = c + d. Then 
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a - 41= c - b: since a - d = Q‘ - h < a,c, 0 d Q. c there exists M E A with 0 5 u c 
a,c. a-d==c--b614. Put F=U-v, C=LI+W, a-d=c-b=u-z; then 
LO. Ib’, W. 2 2 0. tb = c - (14 - 2 ) = w -L 2, d = a - (II - z ) = v + z and thus the posi- 
the cone of A has the RIP. Conversely. assume that the positive cone of A has the 
RIP and that p, q, r, s A satisfy p, 9 s r, s. Then a = r - p. b = s - 9, c = r - 9, 
d=s- satisfy a,b,c,rl~+ a+b=c+d; therefore a =u+v, b= w+z, c= 
TV + we d = o + s’ for some cd, t’, w, t 2 0; and WC see that x = r - u = s - z = 
p+&?=9+w A satisfies p+ q 5 x s r, s, so that A is Riesz ordered. El 
This result was mentioned in [3] and justifies the names given our interpolation 
properties. The proof is given here purely for the sake of self-comp!eteness. With 
reference to 1.6. 1.9 it should be recalled that any cancellative reduced monoid S 
can be described as the positive cone of a partially ordered, directed abelian group 
pl: if A is the universal group of S (or group of quotients, here written as a group 
of differences). then S G A satisfies S n - S = {O}, since S is reduced, so that the 
binary relation x 23 y C3 y - x E S on A makes A a partially- ordered abelian 
group; A is directed since S generates A (cf. [?I). 
We continue our comparison with: 
Proposition t.10. The strong ‘RIP is equivalent lo the RIP together with all 
conditions R(p) with p prime. 
Pmf. It suffices to show that R(m) and iz(n) imply R(mn). Thus, assume 
R(m).R(n) hold and mna+b=nmc+d. By R(m), na=u+v, b=mw+z, 
nc =u+w,d= mu + z for some 14, v, w, z. We see that also na + w = nc + v. By 
R(n), a = II’+ v’, w = nw’+ z’. c = u’+ w’, r = nv’+ z’ for some u’, v’. w’.z’. 
Hence a = II’+ v’, b = mnw’+ (mz’+ z), c = u’+ w’ and d = mnv’+ (mz’+ z). 
which shows that R(mn) holds. Cl 
Next we note that a reduced monoid S with the strong RIP is, necessarily, 
power-cancellative: if na + 0 = nc f 0 (with n > 0), then a = u + v, c = ftd + w, 
I)=nw+z ~nv~zfarsomeu,v,w,zES;sdnceSisreduced,v=w=z=Oand 
hence a = u = e. 
Proposition 1.11. In a divisible power-cnncellarive monoid, the RIP and the strong 
RIP are equivalent. 
Pro& Let S be divisible (i.e., for every a E S, n > 0, the equation nx = a has a 
solution in S) and power-cancellative (so the solution of nx = a is unique). Assume 
na+b= nc+d,n>O.BytheRIP,na=u+v,b=w+~,nc=u+w,d=~+z 
for SOme M, v. W, z E S. Put u = nu’, v = no’, w = nw’; then na = nu’+ nv’ implies 
a = U’ + v’, similarly c = u’+ w’, whereas b = nw’+ z, d = nv’ + Z. 0 
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The next result is similar to the main result of 131 and requires the followin 
lemma. 
Proof [3]. There is nothing to show if ~1 = 1, if m = 1, (BP if it = m = 2 We pnxxxd 
by induction on )t + m and may therefore start with n + m 
say, n 2 3. Then 2 + m < n % m: by the induction hy 
a, = bl+ . . . +b,,, implies at+ .*. -+-a, I=Z~~Y~l,, 
for all j, with v ,.,, v2,# E S. Similarly, (n - 1) + m e a + 
VI.1 + . . . + v~.~ implies ui = 2::: wSarr for all r” C n, ol,, = X:“:-’ wq for all j9 with 
w,,, E s. Let u,, = w,., if i < pl, u,., = v2., if i = n ; then ad = Ef + 7 +, bJ = Xi IT aoas for 
ail i, j, which completes the inductisn. 
Proposition 1.13. Let S be Q cartcelkztive r duced msnsid with a miotimal gctwrathg 
subset X. i' S has the RIP then S is free (and hce has thou stro RIP). 
Proof. First we show that every x E X is irreducible, i.e. x = a + b in S implies 
a =0 or b =O. Put a =XYG~rV~V b=T,,,s,y. SO that Y=u+~ reads: X= 
ZvE,,& + s,)y, with r,, sV nonn rs, tf r, Q sa = 0, this last relation 
presents x in terms of the other the minimality of X; 
therefore rr + s, 3 1. Cancelling x from both sid then yields 6 = 
(I; + s, - 1 )x + C, F r (I, + sv )y, Sinec S is reduced, this implies tl + S* = 1, r, + .q = 8 
for all y # X, so that either I, or S, equals 1 and all ather r,, sti are 0. Thus c9 = 0 or 
b =O. 
We now show, as in [3f_ that S is free on X, Assume that there is a non-trivial 
relation in S between the elements of X; we can write this WI tion xR + o e b =+ xm = 
yt+ ‘0’ + y,,, where the elemc ts x4, y8 tlrc in X and not naxssarily distinct. We 
may akp assume that X, # yI for all i, j (since is eancellative) end that a IB % Q) 
(since S is reduced). The lemma then yields u~,~ S with ~8 = Xr tia?e* y. = S, ubl for alI 
i, j. Since xl is irreducible, tht;re exists k +G m such that u~,# = 0 for nil j# k, 
U1.k = xl. Since yA is also irreducible, only of the u,& is nonzero; this must be 
ul.k, so that yk = ul,k = xl. a contradiction, ___. 
It follows from I. I I, I. 13 that. in a cancellative, power-cancellatice reduced 
monoid which is either divisible or with minimal generating subset (e.g. finitely 
generated), the RIP and strong RIP are equivalent. To show that they are no longer 
equivalent without divisibility or a minimal generating subset makes counterexamb 
ples none too easy to come by. The following example was suggested bq” the referee. 
Example 1.14. A cancellative, power-cancellarice reduced monoid with the RIP 
which does nof have he strong RIP. 
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Let S be the additive sulpmonoid of Q x 2 consisting of all pairs (p, (I) such that 
HI. or p = 0. 9 2 0.9 even. On the ;\dditive group Q )’ Z we see that S is 
tive. power-caneellative and reduced. Also. 2( 1,l) + 0 = 2( 1 ,O) + (0,2) holds 
in S* whereas (1 ,I ) = tl + U. 0 = 2 HP + 3, (1.0) = 44 + H’. (0.2) = 2 0 + 2 is impossible 
with I& UC+ rt’, 2 S: it would imply w = z = 0 and (0,2) = 20, but S contains no such 
~l~~~~t v,“. Thus S does not have the strong RIP. 
On the other hand, assume dl + h = c -t d holds in S. To produce U, v, w, z E S 
with 4 = 11 + & h = HP + t, C = M 9 w, d = v + z, we consider several cases. Write 
p& > 0. Then ps, -_ p,i = pc - ph c p,, pc ; let t be a rational number 
suetl that I > 0. I pai = p,, - ph. r < pa. r < pt. Let u = (6 0). u = (pa - r, qa ), 
W” c (P - r. qe 1. z = (I - PC + ph. qb - qc ) = (r - pcz + ptf, qtl - qti ). Then ~1, v, w, z E S 
(with I)~* pp. pw, p2 > 0) and ~1 - ii + G b = w + z, c = u + w, d = v + z. 
‘ase 11: some, but not all, of p$,, ph. p,. pi are 0. Then ptl + pb 7 pt. + pcI ;f 0, and we 
rtlep a9sumc pa = 0, ) 4). Then II = a, v = 0, z = n and w = b - d = c - a are in 
s (as pfn = pc - pal ) and serve. 
Case 111: p* = ph = p( = p‘f = 0. Then a, b. c, d lie, up to isomorphism, in the 
of even nonnegative integers, so the existence of u, v, M’, t
2. The main theorem 
2.1. In this section we prove our main result, namely: 
Theorem 2.1. A commutative monoid is a directed colimit of free commutative 
monoids if and only if it is cancellative, reduced. and has the strong Riesr 
interpolation property. 
In V~CW of 1 S, 1.8, it suffices to prove the converse of 1.8, more precisely, that in a 
canccllativc reduced [commutative] monoid S t.3 B b strong RIP implies the KIP. This 
amounts ta using the strong RIP sufliciently ma.ly times to produce a presentation 
of any finitely many elements of S which kilti all the relations between these 
elements. Most of the work is actually spent on killing just one relation. We note 
that the strong RIP can be used (e.g. through 1.12) to kill simple types of relations, 
and WC proceed through a sequence of lemmas which kill increasingly complicated 
relations. 0ne may think of 1.12 as the first such lemma. It is assumed throughout 
that S is a cancellative reduced monoid. 
We begin with a lemma which does not really belong in that sequence. It aims at 
avoiding repeated presentations of the same element of S, at least in one case 
(repeated presentations are not allowed in the KIP). 
Lemma 2.2. Let S have the RIP; assume that a = C::yd u,., holds in S for i = 
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1’ .-, . . . . n. Then there exist vk, .k, E S, 1 6 k, =G q8, such that a 
U ‘#I 
zz Xk , j h,. .k, for all i, j. 
proof. We proceed by induction on n. There is nothing to show if n = 1. Now 
assume n 2 2, the property holds for n - 1 and a, to,., are as in the statement. 
there exist wk,. .k, , E S (1 s k, s qr ) such that II,.# = ZL, .+ I wI,. .ylm I for all i j (ri 
and C wk,. A,, , = a = C, u,,. Applving 1 .I2 to this last rdati 91 yields elements 
k. .k,, I.k,, E s (1 s k,, s qe ) such ihat Wti,. & D = r; :fib, t&, *km a 4 fOP di k Is s e eq k, I 
and utr., = x1,,,=, uk,. .k, for all j. Then als k&.# = xk, - # tdrB, ,k, for idi i cz ?h and 
a = c ok,.. .k,,. i.e. the property holds for n. 
&2. We now begin killing relations. 
Lemma 2.3. Let S have the 818: assum’ that jta =+ a_+  . . e + aq = h, + D *. + b, 
holds in S. with n > 0. Thert there exist II,, S (2 55 i 55 q. 1 5 j q r) and wk, &_ 
(1 d k, G r) suck that a = C W:,, .i,, ai = Xi = 5 U,,, and bb = IL:’ S U, B + XT y Xi, _I Wktn k, 
for a11 i 2 2 and all j. 
Proof. By 1.12, there are elements II,., E S (1 c i s q, 1 s j s r) such that na = 
ZC:TI t41.,. a, = -, ““; 14 ,., Hhen i 22 and b! ,,! for all j* Similarly, 
a 4 a + . . . + a = ul,l + . . . + ~4~,, viclds v,, 
for all s and u I , = X: ‘7 v,,, 
n, I s j s r) such that 
a = z;=; v,, for all j* The first s relations and 2.2 then 
yields wh,. .L,, E S (I 5 k, c r) such that a = 2I wk,. .kL, and v,, = Sr,&I wbl, ,&, for all 
S, j. The result follows. Cl 
Lemma 2.4. Let S have the RI I’; aswne th pla, + . . . * pqa, = br -+ . . e += b, holds 
in S, where all p, 3 0. Then tkre exist tr S arsd integers n!, rn: ~4 (1 g i s q, 
1 s j d r)such thata, = Zrn:zr, b, = Xr,m:zr,and E::@Inf = 2I~“;m:foralliJ,k. 
Proof. WC use induction on C; : if q = I, the result follows from 2.3. Assume q a 2 
and the property holds for q - 1. If P,Q, . . . + p#a, = bl + . . . + b,, then by 2.3 
there exist w,,, 14, E S such that al = X,, w,,, p:a? + . , e + pqa, = T:SS rr, an8 bj = 
II, + E,, nt Bw,,, where ut ;’ 2 0 is the number of times that j appears as component of 
CY = (k,,. . ., k,,,) (i.e. the number of times that w,, appears in the summation 
x; TXk \ , N’l,,. c,,,). We xc that 1; -; m f = pl, the total number of components of a. 
Next, tlw inductbn hypothesis, applied to p:a? -I- . . . f pqa, = ul -t . , . + u,, yields 
x,~ E S and integers n ‘;‘. nly 2 0 (2 c i s q, 1 s j s r) such that a, = C,n~xlj, u, = 
C,rn~x, and 1: !p,n! = X: ; m 7 for all i 2 2, j and /3. Then al = C, w,, a, = &nfxfl 
( i 2 2), b, = &m 7x, + Z:, m;w,, is a presentation of the a’s and 6”s in terms of 
{tL) = {w,,. x,) with the desired properties. 
Lemma 2.5. Let S have the strong RIP; assume that pa = qlb, -+ . . . -I- q,b, holds in 
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Proof. Since S is reduced. the given relation, and the result, are trivia! if p = 0; if 
p = I. the result follows from 2.3. We assume p 3 2 and proceed by induction on p, 
i.e. also assume that nx = &HI,): can be killed (as in the statement) whenever n < p. 
We now kill all (I?): pa = q&, +- . . . + qh,. Note that it suffices to do so when all 
= 0, then we kill pa = q,b, + . . . + qr ,b, Ir present [I, with m’: = 0 
for all k, and so obtain a presentation which evidently kills (R). 
First consider the case when q, < p for all j. We can kill (R ), by 2.4, if q, = 1 for 
all j. We now show by induction on s that (R) can be killed if q, = 1 for all j 2 s : 
this is true if s = 1, and letting s = r + 1 kills (I?). Assume pa = 
9168 + . . . -t q,h, + 6, + I + . . . + 6, (where 1 d s 5 r, so that q, = 1 for all j > s + 1). By 
the induction hypothesis on S, there exist .& E S and n k, m: 2 0 (1 =G j G r) such 
that a =‘~r&~r 6, = Zk 1~2:~ for all j# s. q,6, = Z$m trl, and for all k, pn’ = 
qtm: +... -l-q\ ,m: I+n2: +... + m 5. Since qp < p, the induction hypothesis on p 
yields x, E S, c’, d[ 2 0 such that 6, = ~,c’x,, zk = z, &x, and qpci = &m tdi, for all 
k, i. This yields a = ~,(&Jh/;)X,, 6, = C, (&m Fd ;i )Xi if j# S, 6, = C,c IX,, which kills 
pa=q,6, + . . . + qr6,+6,+l + . . . + 6, since p(&nkd;)=q,(Ckm:&)+...+ 
qs ,(x,m! ,d;) + q,C’+&m:+,d; + ..- + &m:d;[ = q,(xkm;d;) + . . . + 
qs l(&n2! ,di)+ &rn$d;+ . . . + S;mF ’ d& for all i. This completes the induction on 
s and thus (I?) can be killed when q, -C p foi all j. 
Now consider the general case (only assume q, > 0). Put q, = pm, + s,, where 
0 G s, c p. Then pa = p(X,nt,b,) + pa = p(C,rn,h,) + (X,s,b,). The strong RIP yields 
II, o, w, t E S such that a = u + v,O = pw + Z, C,m,b, = u + w, Cjs,6, = pv + Z; since 
S is reduced, we have w = z = 0 and hence a = 14 + v. S,m,b, = II, E,s,b, = pv. Since 
s, < p for all j, the first part of the proof yields zk E S, n k, m 5 3 0 such that 
u = XLnlrzI, b, = ck rn!Zr. and pnk = IZjsjm !, for all i, j. Then a = E,rzt,b, + v = 
z, (n’ + C,m,m ; )zn, 6, = &m ;Zk is a presentation which kills (I?), since p(n” + 
Z,m,m :) = X,s,rn: + X,pm,m f = Z,qjm F, for all k El 
Lemma 2;6. Let S have the strong RIP; assume that pIal + . . . +p,a, = 
q,b, -t . . . + q,,b,,, holds in S. Then there exi ;I zk E S and integers n !, m : 2 (1 
(~~i~n,l~j~m)suchthata,=~knfZkrb,=~km~Zkand~,p,n’:=~,q,m~,for 
all i, j, k. 
Proof. Again we may always assume q, > 0 for all j. If q, = 1 for all j, the result 
follows from 2.4; we shall prove by induction on s that the given relation can be 
killed if q, = 1 for all j > s. Assume that this holds for s and that Zip;a, = 
q,b, + . . . + q.,b, + 6, + I+ . . . + b,,,, where 14 s G r (so that qj = 1 when j 2 s + 1). 
The induction hypothesis yields x, E S and n 4, m 4 2 0 such that a, = X:,, n 3” for 
all i, b, = Lm px,, for all jf s, q,b, = C,,m ?x” and * E,p,n:‘ = 
q,m 7 + . . . + a, ,m :’ , + m :’ + . . . + m ; for all (x. Next, Z.5 and q,b, = Lm ‘A, yield 
fk E S and d, mf: 3 0 such that b, = &n’zk, x0 = &&zk and qSnL = ‘3,,m 31: for 
all k, IY. This yields a presentation a, = 2, &Km :)a&, b# = xr (T,m arts k)& if j 
b, =L nkzr which kills C,p,a, = q,b, % . . . + q,b, + 6,. II + . . . + bm since, for all 
ql(LmIm3+ . ..+q._,(~,m~_*m~)+q,nk cz,m:,rm: +...=+ Note 
that the strong RIP was used in this proof only throu 
2.3. With Lemma 2.6 the proof of the theorem is essentially complete. indeed 2.6 
tells US that any one reIation between finitely many elements of S can always be 
killed: since S is cancellative, a non-trivial relation between elements of a finite set 
X c S can always be written as X,p,a, = ~,q~b~, where as9 I$ E X and the as9 bb are all 
distinct; we can arrange that in fact X = (a,, bp), by putting all the elements of X 
which are not of this form in one side of the relation, with zero coefficients. Then 
2.6 yields a presentation of each element of X which kills the 
The fact that we can kill any one relation between the elements of X implies (as 
shown by Shannon [9]) that we can kill any finitely many relations between the 
elements of X (and hence, by Redei‘s theorem, all relations); and thus S has the 
KIP and the theorem is proved. [We outline the proof of Shannon’s result in case 
the reader would prefer a morr: direct argument. The killing of any n reIations 
between the elements of any finite subset X c S is done by induction on ~1, as 
follows. We already know the case n = 1. If n ) 1, the induction hypothesis yields a 
presentation of X in terms of the elements of a finite subset Y G S. which kills the 
first n - 1 relations. The last relation then yields a relation between the elements of 
Y, which can in turn be killed by presenting Y in terms of the elements of some 
Z c S. Combining the two yields a presentation of X in terms of 25 which is readily 
seen to kill all n relations.) 
2.4. A slight improvement of our main theorem can be readily obtained by a 
careful look at its proof. The strong RIP (as against he RIP) is quoted for USC in the 
proof only in the proof of Lemma 2.5; and there the full strength of the implication 
na+b= nc+d =_S a= u =t o etc., is not used, since we only use this implication 
in a case where 6 = 0, i.e. (as S is reduced) we only use the implication 
(C): ?Zcz = nc + d + a = c + v, na = nc + d a= c =t 0, d = nv for sofne 
U, L‘ E S (where II > 0). It follows that, in the canccllative reduced monoid S. this 
implication, together with the RIP. implies the KIP and hence is equivalent to the 
strong RIP. 
A reduced monoid which satisfies (C) must be power-canccllative (since d = 0 in 
(C) then forces v = 0) and satisfy (D): na = nc + d + d is divisible by n. 
Conversely, a power-cancellative monoid which satisfies (B) is readily seen to 
satisfy (C). Therefore, in a cancellative reduced monoid, the strong RIP is 
equivalent to the conjunction of the RIP, power-cancellativity and condition (D). 
(The main theorem could have been stated in this fashion, but we preferred to state 
it with the single condition R(n).) 
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We state this improvement o the main result as part of the following proposition 
(which, except for the implication b) =+ a) which we have just shown, and was 
only conjectured, is due entirely to our referee): 
Proposition 2.7. Let S be a cancellative reduced monoid. The following conditions 
4)~ S are equivalent: 
Al) S has the strong RIP; 
b) S leas the RIP, is power-cancellative, and na = nc + d implies d E nS; 
e) S is the positive cone of a Riesz ordered abelian group A in which nx 2 0 implies 
x 3 0 (when n > 0). 
Proof. The equivalence of a) and b) was shown above. Now assume b) and let A be 
the universal group of S (or group of fractions of S, now written as a group of 
differences). We can order A with S as positive cone, and then A is a Riesz group 
(by I,9 and the remark following its proof). Also, A is torsion-free, since S is 
power-cancellative. Now assume x E A, nx 3 0 (where n > 0), i.e. nx E S. Put 
x =a - b, where a, b E S. Then na = nb+(nx),witha,b,nxES;byb),nx=nc 
for some c E S; hence x = c E S, i.e. x 2 0. Thus b) implies c). 
Conversely, assume that c) holds. Then S has the RIP, by 1.9. When n > 0, 
nx 3 0 implies x 3 0, so nx = 0 implies x 2 0, - x 2 0 and x = 0; thus A is 
torsion-free, and S is power-cancellative. Finally, assume na = nc + d, with 
a, e, d E S, n >O. Then n(a - c) = d 3 0, so that n - c 2 0, i.e. a - c E S, and 
d = n(a -c)E nS. Cl 
Note that 1.6, 1.11 follows immediately from Is.7. 
3. From monoids to semigroups 
3.1. In this section we complete the main theclyem by: 
Proposition 3.i. Let S be a [commutative] semig Toup without identity element. Then 
S is a directed colimit of free semigroups if and only if So is a directed colimit of free 
monoids. 
Proof. First it is clear that, if S is a directed colimit of free semigroups F,. then S” is 
directed colimit of the free monoids (E)“. Now assume that S” is the colimit of the 
free monoids Fi (i E I), where I is a directed preordered set, and homomorphisms 
f;: E + F, (i 4 j) (where f: is the identity on fi and f[ 0 fi = f: whenever 
i<jSk); let f’: E 3 S” (i E I) be the colimiting cone. 
For each i E I, let K, = (fi)-‘((0)). W e see that K1 is a subsemigroup of F,. Since S” 
is reduced, u + v E K, implies u, v E KI. Therefore K, is free; more precisely, if Bi 
is the basis of F#, then K, is the submonoid of F, generated by B, n K,. Let Cei be the 
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least cancellative congruence on E which identifies K, to 0; i.e. u%‘,o if and only if 
U+P = u + 4 for some p, 4 E K,. The quotient G, = El%, is again a free monoid, 
whose basis may be identified with BJK,. Let pa : F, -+ G, be the projection. 
On the description of %i we see that U%it3 implies f’u = f’ta. Therefore there is a 
homomorphism g’ : G, - So unique such that fi = g’ opt- Note that (p()“({O)) = K8 ; 
hence (g’)-‘((0)) = (0); we say that g’ is pure. ow assume i s je We see that 
fi(K,) c K,; hence UCeio implies ~~(u)~~j:(~)~ therefore there exists a homomor- 
phism gi : G, --, G, unique such that 9: “pa = p# 0 fl. Fmm the uniqueness we see 
that g: is the identity on G, and g: 08; = g; whenever i S=G j s k ; also, 
whenever i 6 j. In fact. (g& is a colimiting cone. To see this, first note that 
S” = u f’(E) = U g’(G,) (since each p, is surjective). Further assume that 
g’(plW) = gi(pl(vN f or some p*(u), p,(o) E G,. Then f’(~) = f’(u), whence f#) = 
f)(u) for some j 2 i. Applying pI yields gi(pJu)) = gJ(p@)), for some i > i. Thus I 
S” is the directed colimit of the free monoids G, and homomorphisms g;* 
What has been gained in this new dtxription of S’” is that all the colimiting maps 
gi are pure. Since gf(lc j = 0 implies g’(u) = 0, all maps gf are pure too. Therefore 
they induce homomorphisms hi : G, \{O} + S, h f : G1 \{O) * GJ(O), and we see that S 
is the directed colimit of the free semigroups G,\(O) (and homomorphisms hi). 0 
3.2. This suggests that we extend the definition of the stro?g RIP as follows: if S 
does not have an identity element, then S has the strong RIP if and only if So does. 
Then we can state: 
Corollary 3 .2. A [commutative ) semigroup is u directed c&nit of free semigroups if 
and only if it is cancellative without identity element and has the strong RIP. Cl 
4. The embedding theorem 
4.1. Let S be a directed colimit of free monoids. Then WC saw that S iscancellative, 
power-cancellative and reduced, every submonoid of S has these properties. 
Conversely, we shall show that a cancellativc, power-cancellative reduced monoid S 
can always be embedded into a directed colimit of free monoids. (By 3.1, the same 
result is then true for semigroups without identity element.) Since the main 
theorem describes directed colimits of free monoids as an implicative class, as 
defined by McAlister [8], the result can be established by McAlister’s technique: 
the embedding is then constructed recursively, each step consisting in the adjunc- 
tion of elements u, v, w, z for each a, 6, c, d, n satisfying na + b = nc + d, such that 
lr+u= Q, etc. We give a different proof, whose principle is not too different, but 
which is based on a pushout lemma for free envelopes that may be of interest in 
itself. 
4.2. Lemma 4.1. Let S be a cancellatice. power-cancellative. reduced monoid, A be 
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Q fini&+ generated srrbmonoid of S and CY : A + F(A) be the free envelope of A. In 
the category of cancellalive and power-cancellative [commutallve] monoids, the 
pushout : 
A 2 F(A) 
i h 
S- S*A 
has the following properties: S --) S * A is injective, artd S * A is reduced. 
Proof. Recall that the pushout may be constructed as follows. Let T = S x F(A) 
[ = S u F(A)). Let %’ be the binary relation on T defined by: (s, u)%(t, u) if and 
only if s + b = f+a,u++)= v + QI! (b) for some a, b E A. It is easy to verify that 
% is the least cancellative congruence on T such that (a, O)%(O, (Y(U)) for all u E A. 
However, % might not be power-cancellative as well. Let P = T/%’ and 9 be the 
least power-cancellative congruence on P ; i.e., x9y if and only if nx = ny for some 
n > 0. It is then readily seen that S * A = P/9 is the quotient of T by the least 
cancellative and power-cancellative congruence which identifies (a, 0) and (0, Q (a)) 
for each a E A. The :nap S + S *A is obtained by composing the injection 
s H (40) and the projections T + P- P/Z. The map F(A)+ S * A is defined 
similarly. 
To prove the lemma, we first show that S --* P is injective and P is reduced (this 
amounts to proving the similar lemma for the cancellative pushout). Since A is also 
cancellztive, power-cancellative and reduced, cy is injective. Hence (s, O)%‘(& 0) 
implies, for some a, b E A, s + b = t+a andO+&)=O+a(b), whence a(a)= 
a(b), Q = b and s = t. Thus S 3 P is injective. Next, assume (s, u)%‘(O,O), so that 
s+b= a, u + a(a) = a(b) for some a, b E A. ket B be the submonoid of S 
generated by A and s, and P: B + F(B) be iti, free envelope. Since B is also 
cancellative, power-cancellative and reduced, I_’ is injective; furthermore, by the 
weak universal property of free envelopes, the rzstriction A -+ F(B) of /3 .yields a 
homomorphism y: F(A)+ F(B) such that y(+))= P(a) for all a E A. Then 
p(s)+ P(b) = p(a), y(u)+ /3(a) = P(b) hold irk F(B); since F(B) is free, this 
implies P(a) = p(b), whence a = b, and s = 0, u = 0. Thus, (s, u)‘%(O, 0) implies 
.L = 0, u = 0. It follows that P is reduced: if (s, u) yields a unit in P, then 
(s,u)+(t,tt)%(O,O) for some tES, uEF(A), whence s+t=O, u+u=O and 
s = 0, M = 0 since S and F(A) are reduced. 
Recall that S + S * A is the composition S -+ P-, P/9 = S * A, where 
x9y CLS nx = ny for some n > 0. Since S is power-cancellative. we ‘see that 
9 is the equality on the range of S + P (which is isomorphic to S); thus S + S * A 
is injective. If furthermore p E P yields a unit of S * A, then p + @‘O for some 
4 E P, whence np + nq = 0 for some n > 0, and p = q = 0 since P is reduced; 
therefore S *A is reduced. El 
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4.3, NOW let S be a cancellative, power-cancellative reduced monoid, We build a 
semigroup S, as fo!!ows. First, we well-order the set of a!! finitely generated 
submonoids 01‘ 5, which can then be written as a family (A,) indexed by a!! ordinal 
numbers less than some ordinal U. An ascending tower (T,),,, is then built as 
follows: T, = S * A I; if 7 = o + 1, then ‘C = Tu * A, ; if 7 is a limit ordinal, then 
T, = (lJ,.-, T,) * A, (in this construction we identify each S -+ S + A to an 
inclusion map). Then S1 = U,_-, Tr. By induction, SI is cancellativ 
cancellative and reduced; furthermore, S E SI and, by 1.4, 1 .I, SC kitls ev 
generated submonoid of S. 
From this we build another ascending tower S c SI c Sz c . . ., with S,,-I = (S”), 
forallnH.LetS= U Sn. Each finitely generated submonoid of 3 is contained in 
some S,, and hence is killed by Sa+l c 3. In other words, 3 has the KIP. 
In addition, 3 has a weak universal property. Let be any homomor- 
phism of S into a monoid K with the KIP. Let A be a finitdy generated submonoid 
of S. Then K kills q(A). so that the inclusion map p(A)-+ K factors through the 
free envelope q(A)-* F(q(A)). But the composite A --i p(A)- &p(A)) in turn 
factors through the free envelope A + F(A ). since F(v (A )) is a free monoid; 
hence q can be extended from A to F(A). The universal property of the pushout 
then shows that cp can be extended to S * A. It follows, by induction, that q can be 
extended to every T, and hence to S,; and then cp can be extended to S2, Sfr . . . and 
eventually to s. We have proved: 
Theorem 4.2. Ler S be a cancellative, power-cancellative reduced commutalive 
monoid. Then S can be embedded into a dirtwed colimit 3 of free commutative 
monoids, so that every homomorphism of S info a directed colintit of free commutative 
monoids extends to 3. CI 
The result evidently extends to semigroups without identity element. 
Theorem 4.2 is much easier to prove if one only wants an embedding, without he 
weak universal property. Qne can let T be a maxima! reduced submonoid, 
containing S, of the universal group A of S. If xe T, then by maximality the 
submonoid of A generated by T and x is not reduced, hence must contain a unit 
t + nx # 0, with n 2 0; since T is reduced, n B 0. Since I + nx is a unit of 7: we have 
t + nx f 14 + mx = 0 for some u E T, m 2 0, and thus kx E (- T) for some k > 0. 
This is impossible if px E T for some p 3 0, lest 0 Z kpx E T (9 - T; hence py 
p > 0 implies y E T. By symmetry, - T also has this property, and it follows that 
XE(- T). Thus A = T U - T. Since T is reduced, we can order A with T as 
positive cone, and then A = T U - T shows that A is totally ordered. By 1.6, T has 
the strong RIP, and by our main result S is now embedded into a monoid T with 
the KIP. (We are endebted to the referee for this observation.) 
4.4. If S is finitely generated, the free envelope of S can serve as 3 in Theorem 3.2. 
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However, it is not known if in general an embedding of S can be found as in 
Theorem 4.2. which also has any of the minimality properties of free envelopes. 
#Another open question is whether a directed colimit S of free monoids must 
actudiy be locally free: i.e. must any finitely many elements Gf S lie in a free 
submonoid of S? The author could only show that the answer is yes under the 
adelitisnal hypothesis that S is divisible and finite-dimensional [6], a severely 
particular case. No answer is known outside of that case. 
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